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Gambit

Extended Specifications
Use Classification:   Heavy Commercial
Type of Installation:   Vinyl Composite Tile
Overall Thickness:   2mm and 2.5mm
Standard Size:    30cm x 30cm
SQM Per Box:    4.5sqm
Quantity of Tiles Per Box:  50

Note: Gambit is also available in 2.5mm total thickness for the following 
colours: Brute Force, Ox Brawn, Sand Storm and Solid Steel.

Gambit is a collection of vinyl floor tiles offering both strength 
and value to high-traffic commercial spaces. Gambit speaks 
to the use of the floor in that it delivers a great advantage of 
resilience and longevity to any establishment. Then, while 
the applications of the floorcovering may change, as well as 
the chosen colours and lay patterns, despite its fluid nature, 
The Robust Vinyl, can always be relied on to offer a sense of 
security wherever it is used.
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Brute Force |
2 & 2.5mm

Burly Blue | 2mm Cast Iron | 2mm Endure Green | 
2mm

Hard Lead | 2mm Ox Brawn |
2 & 2.5mm

Sand Storm |
2 & 2.5mm

Bill of Quantities

∙     Belgotex Gambit semi-flexible 2mm/2.5mm heavy commercial vinyl composite tile. 

∙     30cm x 30cm.

∙     15-year Limited warranty. 

∙     Manufactured in accordance with SANS 581.

∙     This product is to be laid in accordance with SANS 10070 fitting code of practice. 

∙     The newly laid floor must in 72 hours be stripped and sealed.

∙     Belgotex recommends the use of a 60mm unhooded soft castor, with a 23mm or 38mm diameter, designed for a  
      60kg loading capacity per a castor. Recommended material is high impact nylon core and hub with soft grey/black  
      PU treads on the wheel. 

*All product names and logos are trademarks of BELGOTEX FLOORCOVERINGS® (Pty) Ltd. © BELGOTEX FLOORCOVERINGS® (Pty) Ltd. All 
rights reserved. Warranty and guarantee to limitations and conditions. For details contact BELGOTEX FLOORCOVERINGS® (Pty) Ltd.

Solid Steel |
2 & 2.5mm


